Media Release
Adani Electricity trains Dahanu tribal to make face masks,
employs them, and distributes locally produced 1 lakh masks at
city slums & tribal hamlets.
Editors Synopsis


Tribal youth from neighboring villages were trained to stitch this one lakh face
masks at the tailoring institute managed by Adani Dahanu Thermal Station,
Dahanu helping them get employment during the pandemic.



Bulk of the locally produced one lakh masks were distributed for free across slums
and tribal hamlets such at Jhamjhad Pada near Gorai, Chunnapada at National
Park, Borivali and other hamlets at Aarey Colony that falls under AEML supply
area.



While distributing the mask, AEML team also educated the locals on the
importance of maintaining social distancing and basic hygiene protocol.

Mumbai, April 27, 2021: Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML), the power

Distribution company catering to Mumbai’s western and eastern suburbs has
continued to foster its philosophy of touching lives beyond business goals.
The company recently trained a group of tribal youths from villages neighboring
its thermal power plant in Dahanu to make face masks and subsequently
employed them to produce One lakh mask that were distributed for free across its
Distribution area especially in slums and tribal hamlets like Jhamjhad Pada, Gorai,
Chunna pada and other hamlets at National Park Borivali and Aarey Colony,
Goregoan.
Speaking on the one lakh distribution of mask, AEML spokesperson said, “The
purpose of this initiative was to go beyond our philosophy of what we mean by
‘Power of Service’. While our core objective is to illuminate lives through
uninterrupted power supply, we believe empowering the communities in which
we operate, through increased awareness about their well-being and
employability is aligned to the Adani Group’s vision of building a nation from its
grassroots.”

While distributing masks across the slum and tribal hamlets, the AEML teams also
educated the locals on the importance of maintaining social distancing and other
basic hygiene.

Recently it also organized a Blood Donation camp in association with the State
Blood Transfusion Council and Adani Foundation across AEML offices as the city
is facing severe shortage of blood. Close to 600 employees came forward and
donated the blood.
About Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited
Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited, part of the diversified Adani Group, is an
integrated business of power generation, transmission, and retail electricity
distribution. AEML owns and operates the largest and the most efficient power
distribution network in India. AEML serves over 3 million consumers spread across
400 sq. km. in Mumbai and its suburbs meeting close to 2,000 MW of power
demand with 99.99% reliability, which is among the highest in the country. AEML
provides excellent customer care services with the help of advanced
technologies. For more information, please visit www.adanielectricity.com
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